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Introduction

Proprietary software vendors are beginning to

awaken to thebenefitsof online hypertextdocumen-
tation. Meanwhile, for over a decade, users and

developers of frtw software havebeertexploiting the

hypertext Info documentation format (first intr-
oduced by Richard Stallman around 1976).

GNU Info formatters and readers are highly port-

able, running (at least) on all Unix systems, DOS,

VMS, Commodore Amiga, and Atari ST; they sup

port hypertext links both within and between docu-
ments, including a rich structure of automatic links
between the sections of a manual; theyprovidebdh

integrated index peration and dynamic, arbitrary

text search; and they permit generatingbothprirtted

manuals and online hypertext from a single source

file.

1 “GNU” refers to the system of free software originated

and disseminated by the Free Software Foundation,

foundedbyRicttard Stallman. The leading “G issoundect.
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This paper itself was first written, and circulated for

review, as Info hypertext; if formatted and installed

fortheIrtfosystem, itsrefenmcestoother documents

(and its own internal structure) am live hypertext
links.

History of the GNU Info fonmt

In the early 1970s, the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT) sportsored axesearchprojectcalled

“projectMAC”. Manysaninal ideasoriginated with

this project, including much of the basis of today’s
operating systems. More to our point, Richard

Stalhnan, who waspartof thisproject,wrote the first

version of a text editor named Ernacs, Originally,

Ernacs was written in the command language of

anothereditor,TECO; it rapidly became theeditorof

choice, relegating TECO to a vehicle for its imple-

mentation language. To provide on-line help for
Emacs, Stalhnan also invented a straightforward

method of representing hypertexk Info files.

In the spirit of sharing that was originally typical of

software development, the programs from project
MAC—including Ernacs and its Info files-were

available to anyone who wished to copy them. In

particular, they were portcxi to the TENEX and

TOPS-20 operating systems, which were extremely

popular in univemitiesand mseamhestablishments.

By this time, Info files wereavaiiable for rnanyother

useful and interesting topics, ranging from Cam-
bridge restaurants to the system calls for the TOI’S-
20 operating system itself. This last application alone

guaranteed the spread of Info in the TOPS20 envi-
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ronment, since hard copy documen tation for this

essential topic was often hard to come by. For local

extensions to the system calls, the Info files wem
sometimes theonlyd Ocumentation.

In the meantime,as the cooperative environment

fosteredbyMITfeIl victimtoattemptsto keepsecrets

inorderto make softw-development proprietary,

RichadStaUmanresigned hispostat MITinorder to

establish the Fme Software Foundation (l%F). The

FSF mates and disseminates copyrighted, high-

quality software under a license designed to pm

mote software sharing. Among theearliestand most
popular of these programs was a new irnpkrnenta-

tion of Ernacs GNU Emacs, largely written in a

dialect of Lisp (it includes Stallman’s own impl~

mentation of a Lisp interpret).

GNU Emacs continuwl to use Info files for online
documentation. But there was also demand for

printed dommentation. Richard StaNman noticed

that there were many parallels betwwm the struc-

tures of printed text and the structures needed for
hypertext--chapters and sections corresponded

more or less to hypertext nodes, cross references to
links. Stalhnan exploited these parallels by writing

the first Ernacs manual in a version of Scribe modi-

fied to produce Info files. Stallman also wrote Botex

(a formatter based on the freely available TeX pm
grarnbyDonKrtuthofStanford University) forother

Lisp documentation. For the F5F, Stallrnan com-

bined these ideas, designing a new dual-purpose
formatting markup language called Texinfo.

Texinfo permits using a single file of text to generate

eifher printed documentation (via TeX), or online
Info files (generated by a separate formatting pro-

gram). By the first issue of the fledglingFSFs new+

letter, Stallrnan was able to announce

I now have a truly compatible pair of

programs which can convert a file of
texinfo format documentation into ei-

ther a printed manual or an Info file.

GNUS $ulkfin #l, February 1986

Since that point, the FSF has continued to exploit
(and develop!) Texinfo as the documentation stand-

ard for all its programs. Since the FSFis dedicated to

promoting software sharin~ Info documents have

prwtratedfarand wide-and theInfo stylehasbeen
adopted by many organizations besides the FSF for

their own n*s.

Today, the FSF maintains two programs for brows-

ing Info hypertmk SWman’s Info mode within

GNU Emac#, and a compact but pwerful stand-

alone program called info, written by Brian Fox. For

generating Info files, there are likewise two FSF

standard programs a Lisp formatter (originally by

Stalhnan, now maintained by Robert Chassell), for

use within GNU Emacs (used, for example, as the

command texhfo-forrnat-buf fer), and the
standaloneCprogrammakeinf o,alsoby Brian Fox.
Others have also written Info browsers and

formatters.. Among the other stand-alone browsers,

the most notable am tkinfo and xinfo, which

exploit the graphical environments current on to=

day’s workstations. Among alternative formatters,

latexinfo is fairly widespread; it generates Info files

t%om source files that resemble a subset of LaTeX,

rather than from standard Texinfo source.

Who uses Info today?

Subjectively, it is clear that Info is extremely wide

spread; for one thin& it goes everywhere with the

very popular GNU free software. Moreover, there is

a continual flow of contributed improvements and

suggestionsforthe hfo formattersand readersin the

GNU mailing lists. But a sub~tive impression is
hard to communicate.

In an attempt to quantify the spread of Info today, I

broadcast an open+mded query (“How do you and

your organization use Info?”) to several Internet

news-groups that carry discussions related to the

GNU project.

The categories tabulated here are not usually mutu-

ally exclusive; for example, someone who uses Info
for all documents certainly uses it to read GNU

documents! I have not counted such uses in both
categories, however—my intent is to show the most
inclusive use. Those counted under “GNU and other

outside d ocurnentation” reported using Info onfy for

that purpose.

2A somewhat enhanced alternative Info mode tbr Emacs,

by Dave Gillespie, is also freely available.
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Internet Survey Use of Info

Total respondents 159

Count%usm
12 8.8 Primary fbnnofonlhwd~tation

69 50.4 %nwlocallywrittend ocurnentation

2 1.4 Localyconvated FAQlists

5 3.6 Pexsonal domnentation

* w GNUandotheroutsidedocun=ta*
137 100 Total mspmckmtsusing Info

8’ We avoid it!

11 What is it?

3 Resporls?muld XXXbechsified

Onedistortionisimnwdiatelyapparent people who

did not feel they had something “interesting’ to say

did not, for the most part, respond. As a result,

readers are under-represented, Of the 35.870 who

reported using Info only for reading documen ts

distributed by others, most also added something
furthm a desire to use Info more, or a former use of

Info, or some sort of query tome.

Nevertheless, the responses demonstrate the extent

to which Info is adopted actively, rather than pas-

sively! The largest fraction (59.2Y-the sum of the

first two categories in the table) of qxmdents use
Info to publish internal documentation; a sizable

fraction (8.8%) use it for all documentation within

their organization.

Counting the appanmt locations of respondents m
fleets the current prepondemnce of North Ameri-

cans on the Internet, but the geographic spread may

nevertheless be of interest. The following table in-

cludes only those respondents who use Info

Infousersurvey Geographic Dtibdion

Count
1

5

:

8
1

1

1

2
1

1

Location
Austria
Australia

Finland

France

Germany

Greece

Iceland

Italy

Netherlands
Russia

Switzerland

5
48
41

;
102

1

1

1

United Kingdom

Europe (total)

Cartada
Noxth America, Commercial

North America, Educational

North America, Government

Nofi America, NGO

North America (total)

Venezuela

Japan

Israel

The r- using Info

Readers are always in full control of how they wish

to read Info documentation. A reader can
●

●

●

●

●

And,

rely on the authors’ organization;

follow cross-reference Iinksback and forth to

pursue a particular subject;

use additional menus pnwided by the author

as alternative structures;

search the index or indims;

search for arbitmry words, phrases, or pat-

terns.

of course, a reader can switch among these
modes of navigation at any time-using kern to

supplement rather than supplant each other.

A mapr strength, and the main weakness, of GNU

Info both stem from its long history GNU Info uses

no special graphics display capabilities to display

online documentation. This means that everyone in

an organization can use a common collection of Info

files, whether they sit at a graphics workstation, a

new or old microcomputer, or a dumb terminal. It

also means that Info displays look somewhat old

fashioned-they are hypertexf, not “multimedia”,

and do not exploit rich typography for online di%

plays. (Of course, Info files am often easier to read

than “sexier” onlined ocumentation formats, thanks

to using fonts designed foreasyviewing on a smen,
rather than imitating the appearance of fonts that am

attractive on paper!)

Lacking the ability to incorporate graphics, how-

ever, lxxomes a significant handica~t least to
docurnentinggraphically-orientti software. Another
serious handicap, at least in countries where the
prirnarylanguageis not English, hasbeenthelimita-

tion to the seven-bit ASCII character set.
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However, the Info system is evolving to surmount

these difficulties.

The rnapr virtue of free software is that it is freely

nmdijfabl~ you have all the source code to the soft-

ware, and you can study it and make it do more. At

the University of Florida Mathematics department,

G. R FischerandChristopher W. Stark? havediscov-

ered an undocume ntd feature in the Emacs version

of the Info browsm “active nodes”. With some

minor modifications to the software, they w= able

to design documen ts with Info nodes that, when

visited, pop up graphical windows or even control-
led interactive displays with running examples of

other programs.

As for the richer chmacter sets required by other
kmguages, the same virtue of free software comes to

the rescue. Although the FSFitselfhasnot yet settled

ona complete solutio%hereis what Ken’ichi Handa,

Satoru Tomura, and Mikiko Nisikimi of Japan’s
Electmtdmical Laboratory’ have done about the

problem

Mule is a Multilingual Enhancement

to GNU Emacs. It can handle not only

ASClIcharacters(7bits) andISOLatin-
1 (8 bits), but also Japanese, Chinese,

Korean (16 bits) coded in the IS020ZZ

standard and its variants (e.g. EUC,

Compound Text). For Chinese there is

support for both GE?and Big5, Inaddi-

tion, Thai (based on TIS620) and Viet-
namese (based on VISCII and V!XII)

are also supported.

A text buffer in Mule can contain a

mixture of characters from these lan-

guages. To input any of these charac-

ters, you can use various input meth-

ods providal by Mule itself. In addi-

tion, if you use Mule under some ter-
minal emulator (kterm, cxterm, or

exterrn), you can use any input metho-
ds supported by the emulator.

. . .

3 fischer@math.ufl.edu

Intemet, respectively.

4 handa@etl.go.jp,

and cws@nath.ufl.edu on the

tomura@etl.go.jp, and

nisikimi@etLgo.7p &.pectively.

Many kinds of European Chi311WtW in-

putting methods are provided by

QUAIL system (bundled with Mule).

For the moment, QUAIL provides in-
putting methods foc Latinl, Latin2,..

Latin5, Greek (IS08859-7), Hebrew

ti9-8), Cyrillic (IS08859-5). See
‘dot/QUAIL’ for theusageof thissys-

tem As for Hebrew, right-tmleft writ-

ing is supported. See ‘dot/R2L’a

Muleisalsofredyavailable; thequotationisfmm the

README.Mule file that accompanies the Mule dis-

tribution on the Internet.

Multiple-1anguage support (probably based on

Lhticode) will eventually become part of standard

Emacs, and of the Info system. The latest version of

GNU Emacs (Emacs 19) can already support eight-

bit character display using the ISO Latin-1 character

set.

Srudwe of an Info file

Info files are built using very simple conventions;

they are very nearly plain text files. (See Info file

info. info, node Add.)

IWdes are the centml rtotion small blocks of text that

fit into the network of links to make up the complete

d oc-ument. Asinglehlfofilemay mntainanynumber

of nodes. The beginning of a node is markd by a

special two-character sequence-the control charac-

ter’_ followed by a newline. On the immediately
fofiowingliner the string “Node: nocfenard’ iden-

tifies the node. This nodename identifier must be

unique in the file; it provides the means to link other

nodes to this one;

The same line contains up to three standard links a
Next pointer, a P rev pointer, and an UP pointer.

These links define how the node fits into the main

struchnv envisioned by the writer of the document,
and provide for quick navigation analoWus to “flip
ping the pages” of a took For example, in the Info

version of this paper, this section begins:

Structure, Next:

Writer, Prev: Reader, Up: Top
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Node: Structure

allows the Info browser to identify this sec-

tion when other sections of this document, or

Other d ocuments altogether, havea link to it.

Next: Writer

is a link identifying the node I expect most

readexs my want to read after this OIW.

Prev: Reader
is a link identifying the node that normally

precedes this one.

Up: Top

means thatthemain menu tit leads to this

node is from a node called Top (cmwention-
ally, the beghning of Info docurne nts is a

node called Top.)

A mrzu is the next most important device forcolltxt-

ingpointers in Info files. It is simply afist of pointers

to other nodes. Menus am most often used analo-

gously to a table of contents (or a segment of one}

* Menu:

* Intro: : Int roduct ion

* History: : History of the GNU Info

format

* Today: : Who uses Info today?

* Structure: : Structure of an Info file

* Writer: : The writer-Texinfo files

* Experience: : Hypertext style after a

decade

* Thanks: : Acknowledgements

The example shows the Info menu for this paper.

There am no magic characters or other devices in-
volved; evwything is visibl+the start of the menu

is marked by the line’* Menu:”, and each line with a

*intheleft margin tMrdteris anentry in the

menu-a pointer to one of the nodes of this paper.

There are other possible fields in Info menus (for

instance, to point to nodes of other d ocuments); this

style is the simplest. The first text field of each line is

the link; the trailing field simply provides more of a

clue for the (human) reader about the topic of each

node.

This paper, a relatively simple document, has only

the menu shown above. In general, however, Info

files contain at least one menu per “level” of node, to

link each higher-level node to all ita subordinates

(where ‘~evels” correspond directly to thehierarchi-

czallevels of a bock chaptem, sections, subsections

and soon). Momwer, you can use additional menus

anywhere that a collection of pointers seems appr-

opriate to the context at hand.

Cress refenm- are the most general-purpose kind
of linkinlnfofiks; theymaybeembedded anywhew

in running text. As for other links, cress references

are marked by simple conventions in the text. For

example, the cress reference at the beginning of this

sectionlookslike thisintheInfo version of thepaptm

(*note Adding a New Topic to “DIR”:

Thesting’”note” alertsthehfobrowsing programs

that a link follows; the link itself is to another file in

this ~the string “(info.info)Add” identifies the

target as node Add in the file info.info, the main

online docurnen tation for the Info system as distrib-

uted by the FSF.

Theswuvthehighlightsof an Info file’sstruchuv,but

this is not an exhaustive treatment. I will only men-

tion two other important facilities index entries,cor-
responding directly to indices in a printed book,

establish an alternate collection of links; and a tag

fubleat the end of an Info file acts as a quick index to

thelocationsof nodes withinthefile,tlwshelping the

Info browsing programs to navigate quickly.

Inverselinksareonly partially represented inanInfo

fileitself,andeven thatisonlyifanauthorchoosesto

follow recommended usage. In that case, one node’s

Prev field is the inverse link corresponding to the
previous node’sNextfield, and each node’sUpfield

is the inverse link corresponding to one of the links

in a containing node’s menu. However, even this is

a matter of convention, and there a~ no conven-

tional invemes tocrossn+mnces,in dexentries,or to

links from “extra” menus. Nevertheless, there is no

risk that the reader may become lost in a maze of

links; thehfo madersthemselves maintain a history

of the nodes visited in a session, and the reader can

retrace a path by successively using the Info com-
mand ‘1’ (return to the last node visited).
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Thewriten Texinfo files

YoucanwriteInfo filesdirectly,if you wish. But most

writers use the Texinfo markup language, or some-

thing similar. Using Texinfo, you first prepare a

source file that desaibes your document’s structure

(as well as including its content). Then you can
process that filewithTeX to makea printed book, or

with a format&r like makeinfo to build the Info file.

Texinfo is an intentional markup Ianguagc+that is,
rather than spcifying formatting details (such as

12-pointboldfacel%nes,flushleft), you specifywhat

you intend (forinstance,achapterhAing).Youcan

use many of the commands simply to describe the

structure of a printed book @litle, @chapter, @ibec-

tion, fiikxample, and the like. However, certain com-

mands are available to define the node, pointer, and

menu structure of a document. These comman ds

correspond to the Info structural elernentsdescribed

above:

@node

Mark the beginning of a node with this com-

mand (typically, followed immediately by a

swtioning comrnan d). You can simply use

@node to ddare the node name, and let the

Info formattingprogramfill inthenodepoint-

ers. For example, one of the nodes in this
paper is coded like this in the source file:

[

@node Structure

@unnumbered Structure of an Info

file

(@unnumbered isa =tioningcomman d—in

both the printed book and the Info file, it

rnakesa heading out of the remaining text on
the line.)

Alternately, if you prefer-+x if you want to
use unconventional node pointers which can-

not be generated automatically-you can

specify the node pointers explicitly, as in

-

@node Structure, Writer, Reader,

Top

@unnumbered Structure of an Info

file

The additional mmuna-separated fields (in

order) areused to fill in the Next, Prev,and Up

pointers in the Info file.

@menu

Menus appear only in the Info file. They am

analogous to a table of contents: but they

appear much more oftem usually them is at
least one menu for every section with subor-

dinate SeCtiOrlS. In the source documen t, you

&m specify a menu as text between a @menu

command and an @end menu m mrnand; in

between, you simply write the lines of the

menu as they am to appear in the Info file.

@ref

Thereareseveral related comrnandstogener-

ate slightly different ldnds of cross reference.

@ref is the most general-purpose case. In the
simplest instance, writing @ref(nodenanze)

generatesacross mferenceto thenodenamed
no&nmne.Thereareadditioml optional fields

(separated bycomrnas) you canuseto specify
the full description of the nodename, a differ-

ent document where the target node resides,

and the name of that document as a printed

work. (A rarely used field allows you to use a

different full descriptioninthe hfo filethanin

the printed form of the cross reference. This

field is in the second position of the @ref

argument when present,soit mostoften shows
upastwosuccessive commas, toperrnit speci-

fying the later optional fields.)

‘l%ecmssreference that concludesthissection
is an example of using @ref to specify a node

in another document. This is how it looks in

the source file

/ -
For a comprehensive explanation of

the Texinf o markup language, start

with @ref {Overview, , Overview of

Texinfo, tex.i. info, Texinf o: the

GNU Documentation Format }, by Robert

J. Chassell and Richard M. Stallman.
L /

5 Texinfo can also automatically generate the ordi-

nary sort of table of contents, for the pMted form of

a book.
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For a comprehensive explanation of the Texinfo

markup language, start with swtion “Overview of

Texinfo” in Texinfo: theGNU DocumentationFmnaf,
by RobertJ. Chasaell and Richard M. Stallman.

Hypettext slyle after a decade

In olderInfo documents, you can still find elaborate

~ts involving non-li~ text; documents
with two disconnected halves reached by different

means, or links that define two alternative “cycles”

throughadocume nt (somewhat likeJulio Cortazar’s

Pper hypertext novel from 1%3, l?ayueh ‘),

This is evidence that Info writers went through some

of the same soul-searching found in today’s discw+

sions of hypertexk what implications does this new

non-linear documentation form have for writing

style and presentation? How can we deal with the

new level of control on the part of the user?

Over the intervening decade, Texinfo documen ts
have settled on a style and structure remarkable in
how liffle it differs from the style of good printed

technical ocumentation. llwreisaclearlinear struc-

ture unifying the whole; them are helpful introduc-

tory discussions preceding more detailed expkma-

tions; and of course there am good indices, and rich

cross mfenmces.

I believe this is ultimately because non-linear access

tobooks-especially technicalboo~is infactnoth-
ing new. Some readem, of course, are interested

ellOUgh to read such books cover-to-cover. Many

others, however, are mom apt to look over some of

the introductory material (or skip it entirely, for

booksin areas they are already conversant with) for
a general orientation, then jump directly to chapters

on especially interesting subjects. If it turns out a

critical explanation was missed, the index, or in the

case of especially well-organized books a timely

cross mfenmce, can be relied onto light the way. In
any case, after the initial readin& all these kinds of

readers+wen the cover-hover crew-are likely

to use technical works formfemnce. Thkdmrdlyever

involves linear access! Again,, the structures most

like hypertext in the linear book-the table of con-

‘ Hopscotch in the English translation.

tents,index or indices, and embedded cross refer-

ences—are exploited to lead dimctiy to the relevant

section of the book.

Neverthelessthelinearorganhtion hasalwaysbeen

useful. To the writer, because it makes it possible to

plan and monitor coverage of the subject. To the

reader, because the linearity makes the book’s or-

ganizationmorepredictable. In fact, linearity consti-

tutes yet another support for “hypertext” accesd If

(having skipped ahead) you discover youmelf in

deep water, you know roughly where to turn for

supporting explanations back, to the introductory

matter that must have preceded the overly technical

explanation.

The dual nature of Texinf~thefact that a single file

cangenerateboth theonlinehypertextand theprinted

versions of documentation-has helped us discover

this, byena)umgingus to think of thehypertextand

the printed book together. (This also tends to yield

printed manuals with better cress references and

indices, since these correspond directly to important

links in the online hypertext!)

Inadentally, recall that this dual nature was motiv-

ated by user demand for printed books, even ajkv’
hypertext Info files were already in widespread use!

This constitutes another valuable lesson printed

books are not obsolete. Hypertext is an exceedingly

convenient way to read-given an elaborate techno-

logical substructure. Booksarecomplementary; they

amstillanotherexceedinglyconvenient waytomad—

whether or not the technological substructure is

available.

In short, the established structure of books remains

effective for h-xt; and the same writing prac-

tices lead to good printed technical documentation,
and to good hypmtext.
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